Periodicity During Recovery of Immune Response After Cyclophosphamide Treatment
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The recovery of the immune response after a single dose of cyclophosphamide was studied in mice challenged with SRBC. Although the number of splenic antibody-forming cells was normal within 1 wk after the drug was given, it dropped below normal on two subsequent occasions (10 and 24 days after treatment). Disturbance of a feedback loop controlling the production of thymus-dependent lymphocytes was postulated.

Periodic Variations in the numbers of blood cells, as occur spontaneously in cyclic neutropenia, can be produced experimentally by bleeding,1 the administration of hemolytic antibody,2 irradiation,3 or chemotherapy.4 In this paper we will demonstrate oscillations in the number of antibody-forming cells following treatment of mice with cyclophosphamide.

Materials and Methods

Eight-to-ten-wk-old C57Bl/6J mice were divided into 21 groups, each containing 6–20 animals. One day “zero” each experimental mouse received cyclophosphamide (Cytoxan, Mead Johnson), 150 mg/kg intraperitoneally. Sheep red blood cells (SRBC; 5 × 10⁸) were administered intraperitoneally at different times before or after the cyclophosphamide to individual groups of mice. Ninety-six hr after the antigenic challenge each group of mice was killed and the antibody response was measured by the number of direct plaque-forming cells (PFC) in the spleen.5 These cells are known to be producing hemolytic IgM antibodies, and are revealed when plated on an agar medium containing the antigen (SRBC) and complement.5 Fifty C57Bl/6J mice were not treated with cyclophosphamide, and the number of PFC in their spleens 96 hr after challenge with SRBC provided the control value.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the results. As reported previously,6 the maximum degree of immunosuppression occurred when SRBC were administered either simultaneously with cyclophosphamide, or 24–48 hr previously. Although responsiveness to SRBC returned to normal about 1 wk after the single dose of cyclophosphamide, the number of splenic PFC spontaneously fell below normal on two subsequent occasions, giving rise to the oscillating curve shown in Fig. 1. The nadirs occurring on days 10 and 24 after cyclophosphamide treat-
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Fig. 1.—Recovery of PFC following a single injection of cyclophosphamide (Cy). Each point is the mean ± 2 SE of the splenic PFC found 96 hr after administration of $5 \times 10^8$ SRBC. Hatched area: mean ± 2 SE of splenic PFC found in control mice 96 hr after challenge with $5 \times 10^8$ SRBC.

ment were reproducible on three different occasions, during which different lots of cyclophosphamide and SRBC were used in vivo and different samples of guinea pig complement and agar were employed for the in vitro assay. Seasonal differences seem an unlikely explanation for the result, as it was reproduced at various times during the year.

Interpretation of the data must take into account that the immune response of the mouse to SRBC requires a cooperative interaction between at least two different cells. One of these is a thymus-dependent lymphocyte, the other a thymus-independent lymphocyte. Studies of the immune response in vivo and in vitro have also implicated a third cell, the macrophage. How these cells interact during the immune response is unclear, but the following are known: (1) The interaction of the two kinds of lymphocytes is synergistic rather than additive. (2) The thymus-independent lymphocyte is the immediate precursor of the PFC; it is the cell that elaborates the antibody. (3) The thymus-dependent lymphocyte does not differentiate into a PFC; instead, it is thought to possess an antigen-specific receptor—presumably an immunoglobulin on its membrane—that permits it to “display” immunogenic configurations to the thymus-independent lymphocyte. The macrophage may, by enzymatic digestion, reduce the SRBC to small immunogenic units.

It seems unlikely that the macrophage can be the cause of the oscillations in PFC following treatment with cyclophosphamide since the immunologic function of this cell is not influenced by that agent. Similarly, fluctuations in the thymus-independent lymphocyte are probably not responsible for the oscillations because it is also unaffected by cyclophosphamide during the immune response of mice to SRBC. By contrast, both direct and indirect evidence strongly implicate the thymus-dependent lymphocyte as the target cell of cyclophosphamide in this system. We therefore propose that the oscillating recovery of PFC following cyclophosphamide injury depends upon some special property of the population of thymus-dependent lymphocytes.

The production of this cell may be linked to a hormone, thymosin, but
there is no convincing evidence that destruction of lymphocytes is associated with an increased production of thymosin. Adrenocorticosteroids may also participate in the control of lymphopoiesis in the mouse, and the possibility is not excluded that these lymphocytolytic hormones are released consequent to the stress of cyclophosphamide treatment. Metcalp has proposed that lymphocyte breakdown products within the thymus can regulate lymphopoiesis: the greater the cell destruction, the greater the stimulation of lymphopoiesis. Following treatment with cyclophosphamide, massive destruction of thymus lymphocytes occurs. Thus, perturbations in lymphocyte production could occur following cyclophosphamide treatment by an effect on thymosin, the release of corticosteroids, or the formation of large amounts of lymphocyte breakdown products.

Oscillations in antibody forming cells have been observed under other conditions. Following immunization of mice with SRBC or endotoxin, the number of splenic PFC rises and falls periodically. This has been attributed to either the participation of two types of PFC in the immune response, the movement of cells out of the spleen, or feedback inhibition by antibody. By contrast with these experiments, ours determined the mode of recovery of PFC from inhibition by cyclophosphamide; all mice were tested for PFC at the same time during the immune response (96 hr after antigenic challenge). The effect we observed cannot be explained on the basis of feedback regulation by antibody because of the small amount of low-avidity antibody produced in the first 96 hr of the immune response; nor, as we mentioned, is it likely that macrophages or thymus-independent lymphocytes are involved. Instead, disruption of a feedback loop controlling the production of thymus-dependent lymphocytes seems the most reasonable explanation.
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